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General Manager’s Report by Steven Lee
a direct return on their investment in
MPC shares. Their investment is now
It was great to see so many shareholders earning a competitive rate of return
whilst our NIS prices are amongst the
in attendance at the company Annual
best in the industry, (if not the best).
General Meeting in Ballina last Friday.
Combined, these provide MPC
Director elections
shareholders with tangible benefits.
I am pleased to advise that Chris Ford
2012 payment plan
and Peter Shepherd were re-elected to
During August we distributed our
the board. Bill Moorhouse and Peter
forecast payment plans with our stated
Grant were elected to the remaining
intention to pay to the full notional price
positions.
by Christmas. This will be the 5th year
I would like to take the opportunity to
in succession that MPC growers have
thank the two directors who have
been paid to full notional price prior to
retired, Annette Fontana and Geoff
Christmas.
Royal. Annette has been a director for
nine years and Geoff for six years. Their 2012 to date
professionalism and commitment
The harvest is all but over for most
helped steer MPC through some difficult growers, with most currently completing
times and their efforts are greatly
a final round.
appreciated by shareholders and
It’s been a frustrating period for growers
management alike.
with consistently grey skies and
Company Profit announced
persistent showers slowing down the
harvest. Fortunately the trees had set a
MPC is pleased to announce the
company’s pre tax profit for the financial reasonable crop.
year ending March 2012 was $1.77 m.
The 2012 growing conditions induced
the production of a lot of small NIS with
Despite a small crop in 2011 of poor
thick shell, resulting in kernel recoveries
quality, it is a solid result and reflects
MPC’s focus on cost reduction strategies, being lower in NSW by approximately
improving factory kernel recoveries and 2% on average.
the success of MMI ‘s marketing
Husk spot pressure during the growing
strategies.
season was relatively low on most farms
which saw kernel reach maturity, albeit
Dividend announced
The MPC Board announced the payment with smaller kernel sizes.
of a $0.15 fully franked dividend on all
New dehusking and sorting system
ordinary shares held as at 7 August 2012.
The importance of harvesting at every
This is consistent with the 2011 dividend
opportunity was reinforced this year.
of $0.15 and reflects the ongoing strong
financial position of MPC.
Making the most of every available day
to harvest means that nuts don't sit on
For our shareholders, dividends provide
the ground deteriorating.

Dear Growers,

In this issue

Many growers have taken advantage of
our new delivery system which has
saved them a lot of time and money (for
many in the order of 10-15c/kg) in the
sorting shed. They were able to better
utilize that extra time harvesting at every
window of opportunity.
When we introduced the new system
there was some concern our receivals
system would struggle to keep up with
the increased deliveries. Whilst our
capacity has been challenged, we’ve
kept up at the delivery hoppers and
through the NIS lab.
When the sun did emerge and everyone
could harvest, we had massive delivery
volumes, setting the 2nd highest
delivered tonnage for a week with over
920 t — only 7 t short of the all time
record set in 2007.
AMS Board of Directors:
Vote 1 Larry McHugh
There is an impending ballot for a
position on the AMS board of
directors. Larry McHugh has
nominated for the position. He has
more than 20 years experience in the
industry in various senior roles at MPC,
MMI and in various industry groups,
including being the current Chairman
of the AMS Marketing Committee. In
2011 Larry was presented with the
Norm Greber Award for his
contributions to the Macadamia
Industry. He brings a wealth of
knowledge and a visionary approach to
the industry.
I would encourage you all to show
your support for Larry by voting for
him in the upcoming ballot.
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demonstrations (see article in this issue).
They visited some of the largest
orchards in the world and saw the new
CNA processing factory in full swing. It ‘s
But the bottom line is MPC wants to take
an impressive facility and well placed to
responsibility for the quality of NIS, to
continue securing the burgeoning crop
get the highest price for growers, and
from the Bundaberg region.
therefore we need to do whatever is
logistically necessary to take your
International production
deliveries so that quality is retained
The Australian crop is forecast to be in
through to the customer.
the 37-38,000 t region, although there is
It’s simple. Nut quality can only be
some scepticism this will be achieved.
maintained or deteriorate after nuts hit
MMI is reporting strong demand in
the ground. If delivered quickly they are
most markets and despite the
at their best and you get paid for better
uncertainty of exchange rates we are
quality.
seeing solid $AUD equivalent kernel
prices. See Larry’s MMI report below.
Not just a flashy $/kg price
Yes, we have received smaller more
frequent deliveries and this was a
challenge.

Our system is based on reducing your
operating costs and maximizing your
return to farm, not just a flashy $/kg
price for a small part of your crop.
Whilst our payment system doesn’t
include reject penalties, there is still
strong incentive to nurture the crop. The
more reject you have the less sound
kernel you have, reducing your income.
The sooner you deliver— reduces losses
or degradation of any form.
2012 Reject KR has been at its lowest
level for years, with low levels of brown
centered kernel – often related to poor
silo storage. Brown centres are difficult
to sort and increase production costs.
Good quality kernel has meant
improved factory processing rates and
lower costs through the factory.
At MPC lower processing costs mean
more returns to growers and
shareholders, not additional profittaking as seen in privately owned
processors.
Grower events
It was great to see high levels of
participation at our two recent grower
events.
The Canopy Management field day was
well attended by 90 growers who were
treated to some impressive
demonstrations of tree mulching and
some innovative tips from growers.
Special thanks to growers who
presented their experiences on the day.
Sharing knowledge helps everyone
learn and improve productivity and
profitability.
The 40 growers who attended the bus
trip to Bundaberg were treated to some
interesting presentations and
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New industry website
The industry (AMS) is about to launch
its new website using the new
Australian Macadamias branding. It
will provide a single and consistent
web platform across the world. The
Newsletter will direct people to the
new website and add to website
traffic. It will be supported by the
industry Facebook and Twitter
presence in several markets around
the world.

Steven Lee, MPC General Manager

Sales and marketing
report

Another average sized Australian crop
and strong demand from
manufacturers worldwide has kept
kernel prices at around the same level
as last year.
Opening new markets
MMI have continued to open new
markets and have seen significant
growth in Taiwan and Korea over
recent years.

The new AMS website to provide information
to customers about macadamias
Health research program
MMI is also working with the world
industry to develop a coordinated
macadamia health research program
which will be funded by the majority
of countries growing macadamias.

The market in China is also expanding
both for NIS and kernel. As a result of
ongoing demand and new market
development it is our expectation
The aim of this project is to look for
there will be little stock on-hand going possible unique health benefits for
into the 2013 season.
macadamias, conduct research in
The strength of the Australian dollar is promising areas and, using the
slowing some traditional markets and information generated by the
if the dollar remains at current levels it research, provide consumers with a
will be necessary to provide price relief reason to eat more macadamias.
in those markets.
Larry McHugh, MMI General Manager
As the world macadamia crop
continues to grow, MMI is working
with the industry on new initiatives to
Essential Energy update
create further demand.
The first Australian macadamia
industry trade newsletter, aimed at
creating interest in developing
products using Australian
macadamias, will be widely distributed
during August.

The AMS and MPC met recently with
Essential Energy and the results of those
meetings have been positive. Essential
Energy has put forward an alternative
option to their current position, which
focuses on changing the risk assessment
It will contain information on the crop, that underlies their clearance distances
the Australian marketing program and for vegetation from powerlines.
success stories of macadamia
The overall strategy is to develop a new
products.
risk assessment for each of the regions
within NSW, using a fire risk assessment
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tool such as the Phoenix Rapid Fire
Harvesting Sun Light —
Model which combines the probability
Canopy management
of a bushfire and the consequences of
that fire, to determine the risk posed in a field day report
region. The aim of this change is to
By Jim Patch and Kevin Quinlan
create clearance distances for regions
and possibly particular crops based on
more specific fire risk modelling. After
this is completed, the electrical
industries guidelines for clearance
distances may need to be reviewed and
modified. This is anticipated to be a 2
year process, but could take longer.
The interim plan is to trim trees to a
clearance distance of 3m, with Essential
Energy paying the cost this year and
growers paying the cost next year and
subsequent years. To allow this to
happen, Essential Energy would need
the grower to sign a waiver of claim. This
would mean that if a fire started by the
trees contacting the lines, the grower
would not claim against Essential Energy
for any loss, but neighbours could claim
against Essential Energy.
Essential Energy is currently creating an
MOU relating to this issue and grower
comments will be sought through the
AMS. As part of the review process, legal
advice will be sought to determine the
impact upon growers’ farm insurance
policies if they sign a waiver of claim
against Essential Energy.

Tony and Lina Kempnich’s orchard . . .one of the stops on the canopy management
field day.
A successful canopy management field
day on July 12th reviewed four
different strategies used by growers.
Ninety growers took part and the field
day concluded with a BBQ lunch at
Charlie Sultana’s farm.

Many in the macadamia industry believe
lack of light penetrating trees in mature
orchards is having detrimental impacts
upon production, pest and disease
management ,whilst increasing soil
Essential Energy will consider alternative erosion.
options to trimming, such as raising
On the day, four options were examined:
powerline poles, using Aerial Bundled
Cable (an insulated cable that trees can • Row removal and replanting – Colin &
Fay Worner’s Clunes orchard;
grow very close to) and underground
power. Essential Energy will contribute
• Row removal – Guido & Claudette
to the cost of these works up to the
Conte’s orchard;
value of compensation they would pay if
they were to remove trees. The
• 50% tree removal (every second tree) –
remainder of the bill would need to be
Tony & Lena Kempnich’s orchard;
paid by the grower. In some instances a
• Limb removal – Charlie Sultana’s
combination approach of taller poles,
orchard.
removing trees and trimming
vegetation may be feasible and it will be Considerable industry research on
up to each grower to decide their best
canopy management has found there
options. You will need to talk to a private isn’t a ‘silver bullet’ – each strategy has
contractor about the costs of each
its pros and cons.
option, as Essential Energy won’t
provide this service. A bulk purchase of Growers have observed, as macadamia
works is being considered to achieve the trees mature, they become denser, the
tree centre and lower limbs die-out and
best price for growers.
the crop moves to the top of the tree.
Any grower who would like more
This may coincide with canopies
information or needs assistance on this becoming externally dense (one cause
issue can contact Kevin Quinlan at MPC may be continual hedging) and limited
on 02 6624 3900, mobile 0408 243 028
light reaching the centre of the tree
or email kquinlan@mpcmacs.com.au
which limits leaf, fruiting and fruiting
wood growth.
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Limbs may also grow more vertically as
competition for light increases in mature
orchards and fruit production on vertical
limbs is often less than that on
horizontally angled limbs.

Row removal and replanting at
wider spacings
Jamie Greenhalgh manages Colin & Fay
Worner’s orchard and explained the row
removal and replant strategy used on
the farm.
“The Clunes orchard was planted in
1987 - 88 with varieties 344,741, 333 &
A16 at 7 x 4m spacings. The trees grew
well and produced good crops in the
early years but as they have aged, the
orchard has become very cramped for
space”, said Jamie. Figure 1 shows this.

Figure 1. A block of 344/741 at 7 x 4m
before thinning
Jamie has found insect management
has become difficult (as it is hard to
spray to the tops of the trees, let alone
monitor the orchard), grass in the inter
row has become non-existent, soil
erosion has increased and production
has decreased.
“It was very difficult to harvest from
under the tree canopy as the orchard
floor remained wet for extended periods
because sunlight didn’t reach the
ground and there wasn’t air movement
to dry it out either” he said.
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increased quality due to the shorter
harvest intervals now possible;
• An opportunity to plant a variety that
has performed well on their farm.

Figure 3. Orchard before and after row removal and replanting
stick-tights they have in them.
A bulldozer was used to remove trees.
Trees to be removed in one row were
pushed towards other rows to be
removed, to limit damage to the
remaining tree rows.

Row removal at Guido Conte’s
orchard
Guido owns and operates a 4,100 tree
orchard at Tregeagle. He planted the
first 2.1ha block of 1000 trees in his
orchard in 1988 at 7 x 3m. The trees
grew rapidly and by year 14 the trees
had merged across the inter row.
Hedging was commenced at year 14 to
allow light to penetrate to the orchard
floor and machinery access.

Guido found the ground cover had
disappeared, soil erosion was becoming
The dozer then pushed batches of up to a problem and the trees had started to
hollow out with few effective leaves left
10 trees from the site at a time. Jamie
Figure 2. Two tree rows removed in 2006
inside the canopy.
said, “tree pushing was quick and
and replaced by one row of var.246 trees
efficient”.
The
problem
they
faced
after
When the trees reached 18 years of age
to produce a 10.5 x 4m spacing
removing the trees was finding a place
(2006), Guido noticed the production
Nut quality had the potential to be
to stack them.
had been reduced to 4.5t/ha, from a
compromised, as nuts on the ground
high of 6.5t/ha (see figure 4). Guido put
The
wide
inter-row
created
was
remained wet for long intervals between
this down to there being very little
replanted with one row of variety 246
harvest rounds in wet harvest seasons.
effectively lit canopy left per tree.
trees. The tree spacings are now 10.5 x
Nut set was also reduced as a result of
4m. The varieties that remain following As a result, in 2007 Guido decided
the damp/dark conditions in the
tree removal and row replanting in the
removing trees was his best option, and
orchard.
first block will be 246 and the existing
decided to remove whole rows. Trees in
Jamie had seen the effect of removing
mature 333s. The 333’s have been kept the first block thinned were var.333, 508
trees. “In 2002 on one of our other farms, as Jamie has found they bear
& 344. All trees were about 8m tall at the
we removed every second row from a
consistently well and are easy to
time of row removal.
block of 2000 trees after harvest . The
manage, suffering little insect damage.
Guido decided to remove every second
production was 27t from 2000 trees
The
work
is
ongoing
as
there
is
still
tree row (with the exception of the
before we started row removal. Wiith
outside row on the southern side) from
half the number of trees (1000) the block another block of 344/741 trees to be
removed and rows replanted. In the first his front block in August 2007, to
we produced 34t of NIS in 2004”.
completed block the new 246 replants
produce a 500 tree block at a spacing of
Jamie devised a replanting strategy for are about to commence production and 14 x 3m.
the farm. The process involves removing the existing 333s have now started to
Guido remembers growers telling him
two rows and leaving one. In the centre spread outwards, with branches
that at the time of removal, this spacing
of where the rows were removed a new becoming more horizontal.
appeared to be excessive.
row is planted. Figure 2 shows the result
The
results
Jamie
has
observed
are:
and figure 3 shows the design.
Removed trees were prepared for
To assist with cashflow, on a bare section • An increasing yield per tree for remaining removal by being heavily hedged on
both sides for two years. This provided
of the orchard a new block of 1,000 trees mature 333 trees;
extra growth space for the retained
was planted before tree row removal in • Grass cover on the orchard floor;
trees.
the mature trees commenced.
• Reduced soil erosion;
Trees to be removed, although heavily
The aim of this new planting was to
hedged, provided some crop/cash flow
produce an improved cash flow during • Removal of a tree variety that caused
in those two seasons before being
the period of time where replanted trees costly management problems (A16);
removed.
were not producing a commercial crop.
• Reduced insect pressure;
Guido used a contractor with an
In 2006 the first block had trees removed
excavator and chipper to remove the
•
Increased
coverage/efficiency
of
insect/
and a row replanted. During the next
trees and have them chipped on-site.
disease
management
spray
two years, all the A16 trees were
applications;
removed from the farm. Jamie said the
The removal method lifted trees out of
A16’s had been a problem to manage in • Improved harvesting conditions from
the ground with an excavator (figure 5),
the orchard due to husk spot and the
positioning them on the ground with all
faster drying of the orchard floor and
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will then remove the row. The aim is to
maintain production in the orchard,
allowing remaining trees to spread and
take advantage of the increased space.

Row Removal Block Production

Production in Tonnes/ha

7.00
6.00
5.00

Guido has continued removing entire
rows of trees in the oldest /close planted
blocks of the orchard and has observed
the block of 344s he recently thinned is
also improving in production and kernel
recovery.

4.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
0.00
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Figure 4. Production from the front block with row removal undertaken. Block tree
numbers halved from 1,000 to500 trees after 2007 harvest
Guido said this operation cost $25.00
per tree in 2007 and was effective,
producing a fine chip.

Row removal has had many benefits:
• Trees expanded rapidly into the inter row
as limbs ‘drooped’ towards the
horizontal;
• Tree height contained through lack of
competition for light;
• Many new shoots/fruiting wood
appeared inside trees;

• Light entered right through trees to
The entire chip produced was spread
evenly across the orchard floor by Guido ground, with leaves and nuts to bottom
of trees;
using a ‘Bobcat’. He then mulched it to
level the chip and introduce soil into it to • Soil health improved by the addition of
increase its breakdown rate.
organic matter from the wood chip from
chipped trees.
Smother grass was then planted to
protect the orchard floor from soil
• Improved light/airflow decreases pest
erosion. Guido has found the retained
and disease pressure;
trees have not increased in height since
thinning.
• Trees are easier to spray effectively;
Figure 5. A tree held aloft by an
excavator after being pulled out.
trunks facing the same direction.

Yield from the block decreased the year
following removal but has been
increasing steadily every year since.

• Production is returning towards what
had been produced by that block in three
years since thinning was completed and
is expected to continue increasing;
In 2011 the block produced over 4.5t/ha
(which was a disastrous year for most
• Improved harvest conditions from a
growers). In 2012 production dropped
faster drying orchard floor;
slightly to 4t/ha and Guido believes this
• Trees now have productive limbs from
was because of poor nutset caused by
skirt to apex;
rainfall at flowering.

The site where trees had been removed
was then ripped by the excavator to
remove surface roots. A second
excavator picked up trees and fed them
into a radio controlled, self propelled
Trees in this block have now spread-out, • Kernel recovery has improved due to
800h.p. chipper that reduced a tree to
increased sunlight in trees.
chip in about three minutes, as shown in with limbs becoming more horizontal
and there is leaf, flowers and nutset from
figure 6.
the bottom to the top of
the tree canopy (figure
7). Guido believes
significant hedging may
never be required.

Guido is now preparing
other blocks on his farm
for row removal. His
system involves hedging
both sides of the row he
wishes to remove,
allowing the remaining
rows to grow into the
space created. After
hedging the row back
for several years, Guido Figure 7. Orchard at 14 x 3m four years after
every second row was removed
Figure 6. Chipping trees after row removal. Chip was left
in the centre of the row
THE NUTSHELL
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Forestry Mulcher for clearing/
chipping macadamia tree
demonstration.
Simon Richens from S&G Agricultural
Contractors demonstrated his 160HP
Fendt powered ‘Berti’ forestry mulcher
at Guido Conte’s orchard for the field
day.
S& G Agricultural Contractors own
multiple units and these range in size,
from 160HP to 300HP.
Normally for macadamias the forestry
mulcher is mounted on the front and a
second mulcher is carried on the rear
Figure 8). This second mulcher is used to
chip the material even finer to produce a
small chip size.

harvesting surface.
Simon said as macadamias were
something they had only just started
working in, they could only give a wide
range for the cost per tree. So far the
cost has been between $10-$20 per tree,
with it expected that on average it will
be around the $14-$16 per tree mark.
Simon has also found that more trees
may be mulched per hour if they are
first felled by the grower. This also allows
a grower to better direct where a tree
falls, reducing potential damage to
remaining trees.

cross drains, spaced 40 metres apart,
constructed across the slope at an angle
just below the contour. Figure 12 shows
a drain in the orchard.

Figure 12. A drain that was constructed to
remove water that ran through the block
when tree removal was undertaken
These drains have proved successful in
catching water and in combination with
the smothergrass have reduced soil
erosion.
Figure 8. Forestry mulcher demonstrated
to mulch trees.
During demonstration the machine
felled the tree, ground the stump to
ground level and reduced a tree to small
particles in short order. If a grower
wishes, they can fell trees and have the
resulting material mulched.

Figure 11. Remains of three trees
following the forestry mulcher

After drainage construction, alternate
trees were removed from the first block
in 2008. These trees were felled with a
chain saw, towed out and chipped.

The contractor kept the chip as payment
for the chipping. Tony said, “Light once
50% Tree removal (every second
again reached the ground and the
tree) Tony and Lena Kempnich’s
planted smothergrass soon covered the
orchard
orchard floor. This has provided erosion
Tony and Lena have taken every second protection and we now have cropping
The chip produced was very fine (figures tree out in one block and are currently
through the entire trees again”.
10 and 11)and considering the
removing 25% of trees in another.
Remaining trees have a profusion of
secondary mulcher was not used, the
These blocks were planted at 8 x 3.5m in new shoots bearing crop, as seen in
size could be made even smaller. Many
1989 with varieties 344 and 741. Early on figure 13. For two years after removing
growers remarked that they thought
the trees grew quickly, competed with
trees there has been some storm and
after passing their orchard mulcher over
each other for light and were later
wind damage in the first thinned block,
the chip, they would have a good
hedged in an attempt to provide light
but overall this has had little impact.
and operating space between tree rows.
The orchard became dark within the
blocks and trees lost limbs and
production in the lower portions.
Production also fell as a result. Grass no
longer grew in the inter-row space and
soil erosion became a problem in
steeper parts. The cool dark
environment produced by the crowded
trees provided an ideal habitat for
insects – lace bugs in particular.
Figure 10. A fifty cent piece demonstrates chip size at Guido’s orchard after
a tree encountered the forestry mulcher
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In 2008, Tony and Lena decided they
needed to do something, and decided
tree removal was the best option.
They also wanted to control waterflow in Figure 13. Lot 2—50% tree removal. Notheir orchard and decided to create
tice the new growth in the trees.
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Kempnich's Orchard Production
Lot 1 - No tree removal
Lot 47- No tree removal

Lot 2 - 50% tree removal
Lot 5 - 15 y.o. trees

Lot 3 - 25% tree rewmoval

Production in T/ha
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Figure 14. Production on a block basis for the Kempnich farm
Tony is now planning to do some limb
removal and/or light hedging in this
block to maintain the light penetration
to the orchard floor.

• New shoots/fruiting wood growing
within the canopy
• Orchard now a nice place to work and
has a high aesthetic value

In 2012, Tony has found this block is his
best performer on the farm. See figure
14 for a summary of production by
block.

Limb Removal at Charlie Sultana’s
orchard
Charlie has a 14 ha/5,000 tree orchard
with14 and 15 year old trees, planted at
7 x 4m spacings and varieties A4, 849,
816, A16, A38 &741.

In 2011, Tony and Lena decided to start
removing trees in another block that
was starting to become very dark and
dense, as can be seen in figure 15.
This time they removed 25% of the
trees, deciding to take a straight line of
trees out on the diagonal across rows.
This year (2012) they plan to take more
trees out using the same pattern,
reducing the block to 50% of its original
density.
So far they are seeing similar results to
the first block with leaves and fruiting
wood returning to the lower portion of
the canopy and improved yield.
Figure 14 shows Lot 2 (50% tree removal
in 2008) is now the best performing
block on the farm, four years after tree
removal. Tony’s crop was reduced in
2010 and 2011 by both rain and an
infestation of lace bugs at flowering that
could not be controlled because of the
ongoing rain.

• Trees are easier to spray effectively

Production from his orchard peaked in
2009 and Charlie felt it was time to look
at his canopy management program.

Figure 15. A block of trees before tree
removal
Tony and Lena believe the benefits to
their orchard from tree removal have
been numerous:
• Production increased in the first block
thinned

Charlie was concerned his trees were
stopping light from reaching the
orchard floor, making access down the
rows difficult and the grass cover on the
orchard floor was diminishing. After a
disastrous season in 2011, Charlie
decided he needed to open up his
orchard. So after the 2011 harvest, he
put in a huge effort and completed limb
removal before flowering for the 2012
season commenced.

• Grass cover has returned to the inter row All removed limbs were chipped on site
and the wood chip returned to the base
• Soil erosion has reduced
of the trees.
• Soil organic matter has increased to
Trees now have ‘windows’ through their
improve soil health
canopies from the limb removal, and
Tony is now confident a configuration of
light has been introduced into the
alternate tree removal suits his orchard • Airflow through trees to decrease pest
central and lower sections, as shown in
and disease pressure improved
and he will thin more blocks of trees as
figure 16. New shoots and leaves have
the need arises.
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Charlie now sees limb
removal as a viable
method to contain his
orchard tree size.
He intends to continue
removing a small
amount of limbs from
his trees after harvest
each year from now on.
He may not remove a
limb from every tree
each year but would
remove limbs on an ‘as
needed’ basis.

Figure 16. Inter -row grass coverage has returned
grown inside the trees and dormant
buds in the limbs within the canopy
have been stimulated and nut
production has been improved.

Figure 18. An A4 tree after limb removal
at Charlie’s orchard

Charlie has observed many benefits
from his tree limb removal:

Charlie believes the tree canopy size
may be contained because there is less
competition with neighboring trees for
light.
He also believes his orchard had an
improved nutset due to the limb
removal . “There are a few rows where I
didn’t get to prune, and the crop I
harvested from those rows was heaps
less than the pruned rows. That really
showed me my pruning was worth the
effort”.
The grass has returned to cover the
orchard floor assisting to limit erosion.
The trees now have new shoots and
leaves throughout the canopy area
which will, depending upon variety,
produce crop within the next season or
two. See figure 17 for orchard
production information.

Conclusion
The farms visited showcased a small
• Production appears to have increased in selection of different canopy
management strategies. What was clear
the first season after limb removal;
is each grower has a plan suiting their
• Grass cover has returned to the inter row; tree ages, varieties and management
systems.
• Soil erosion has been reduced;
Increased light penetration into and
• Soil organic matter has been increased
through the tree canopy has removed
to improve soil health;
the “dead heart” from the trees and
there is now crop borne from tree top to
• Airflow through the trees to decrease
pest and disease pressure has improved; bottom.
• Trees are easier to spray effectively;
• New shoots/fruiting wood are now
growing within the canopy;
• Possibility of containing the tree size;
• Machinery movement in the inter row is
improved;
• The orchard floor dries quicker to allow
frequent harvest rounds.

Youngmans Creek Orchard Production

There has also been improved grass
growth on the orchard floor, reduced
soil erosion and orchards are easier to
manage.
MPC thanks the owners and operators of
the orchards visited for their hospitality
and generosity in sharing their
experiences and future orchard plans
with their fellow MPC growers. A special
thanks to all who attended and
especially Charlie Sultana who made his
shed available for our BBQ lunch.
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Figure 17. Production at Charlie Sultana’s orchard before and after limb removal in 2011
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Bundaberg Field Trip
report

Over the first three days of August, 40
growers travelled to Bundaberg to look at
the new CNA factory and study farming
practices in the area.
Sahara Farms
First stop was the Gowan’s family farm at
Glasshouse Mountains. Drew and Max
Gowan explained they are currently
spreading and incorporating waste
paper in their orchard to provide organic
material.
The waste paper is a mixture of waste
paper and fly ash, both by-products
from the paper mill at Petrie on the
outskirts of Brisbane. The cost is $3 per
tonne, plus transport to farm.

Macadamia Farm Management
Bundy Sort
Bundy sort is a new dehusking and drying
facility constructed by Macadamia Farm
Management located at the Bingara
sugar mill.

two tonnes per hectare to four tonnes
per hectare, and quality has also
improved,” Scott said.
In addition to adding mill mud, Scott has
also modified his fertiliser program to
improve tree health.

Scott Allcott, owner of Macadamia Farm
Management explained they needed a
facility to dry macadamias to maintain
quality and eliminate their post harvest
quality problems.
“In the past NIS was stored in silos
outside, using only ambient air and we
found our quality wasn’t as good as we
wanted. So we decided to develop this
facility to maintain the quality we are
producing in the paddock” Scott said.
The system has the capacity to hold 300
tonne of NIS, in a Bungay style drying
room, and uses shipping containers for A soil profiler spreading mill mud from
bins.
the inter row
“As we work across many growers and
farms, the system has many bins,
allowing us to keep each batch
separately. It provides great
information to benchmark each farm’s
performance and adjust our
management practices when needed”
said Scott.
The facility utilises a multi-scan sorter
to sort NIS after drying.

Spreading mill mud under trees has been
found to boost their performance
Mill Mud
In the orchards, Scott has embarked
upon spreading mill mud under trees to Consolidated Nuts Australia
provide organic matter to the orchards CNA , the only macadamia processing
company located in Bundaberg is owned
and improve tree performance.
50% by MPC, and has been designed to
Bill Moorhouse examines the waste-paper “Mill mud is a waste product from the
ensure extreme efficiency.
mulch
sugar mill and we use trucks to run it out
General Manager, Shane Johnson took
down the inter-row and then use a soil
The Gowan’s spread waste paper down profiler to spread it under our trees. We the group on a tour of the facility.
the row centre and profile it and the
are applying it at 100t/ha, with the aim
organic material in the interrow back
to only apply it once every three to four
under their trees. They found the surface years,” Scott said.
feeder roots grow rapidly into this
material, holding it together, extracting To provide access for trucks, tree rows
are hedged back on the sides after
the nutrients within it.
harvest.
Max is participating in a QLD DPI
Since applying mill mud, Scott has found
research project investigating how
improving silo operation affects internal his tree feeder roots are spreading
discolouration (brown centre) levels. A through the material, the incidence of
phytophthora has decreased and
farm silo has been fitted with a second
production from trees has increased.
fan, mounted directly behind the first,
and additional vents installed on top, for
“It takes 12 months before you see
improved airflow.
results, but where we have applied it,
CNA General Manager Shane Johnson
trees are a darker green, are less sparse
They are awaiting test results to see if
explains key features of the new factory
there has been a quality improvement. in the crown and our production has
increased. We have taken blocks from
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The receivals area is highly versatile and
can accept deliveries from a ute-load
right through to a B-double.
The factory is equipped with a 750
tonne capacity Bungay style drying
system that can dry NIS down to
cracking moisture within seven days.

Hinkler Park
Hinkler Park is owned by the Zadro family,
covering 3000ha in the Bundaberg region.
Trees range in age from 25 years to newly
planted .
Clayton Mattiazzi, Farm Operations
Manager, provided an overview of the
recent precision nutrition management
program.
It uses small, remote controlled planes
and satellite images to determine the
nitrogen status of trees to ascertain
correct nitrogen levels needed to be
applied.

CNA’s hi tech drying room with 750t
capacity is the largest and most
advanced in the industry

Clayton said: “Basically the map
generated from the satellite image is
entered into the spreader controller and
the controller changes the rate
automatically based on location. It’s
early days using this system but it looks
promising”.
The group visited the dehusking shed,
where 100T of NIS can be processed
daily. Most nut arrives partially
dehusked, using on-board dehuskers
fitted to harvesters. The shed has two
sections, a dehusking section and a
resorting area.

It means application rates can be varied
for each tree in a block.

Clayton also explained that Hinkler Park
are modifying their harvesters to
increase their harvesting frequency.

To apply the fertiliser, a GPS system tells
the spreader where it is and the
spreaders controller varies the rate
based on the location and information
collected from the satellite image.

“We are currently modifying one of our
harvesters to be able to harvest the
entire width of a row in one pass. If it
works we will modify all of our
harvesters”.

“The system is extremely efficient”
explained Shane, “because we draw air
from the ceiling cavity that has been
warmed using energy from the sun, we
only need to use our heaters a small
amount,” Shane said.
On the factory floor the processing line
is very short, which means few staff are
needed to operate the line and as kernel
moves short distances, there is less
chance for kernel to be damaged.
The factory sets an industry benchmark
for efficiency and quality.
One of Hinkler Parks Harvesters

The processing area has very short lines
making it extremely efficient

The dehusking and sorting shed at Hinkler park can process up to 100T on NIS per
day
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MacManagement
MacManagement have established and
manage 275ha in the Bundaberg region.

we are able to adjust it for each variety”
Trevor said.

MPC farm chemical user
refresher course

The performance of the dehusker has
been impressive and Trevor found losses
have decreased since implementing the MPC is conducting the 2012 refresher
course for all growers and staff who
new system.
have a certificate that expires at any
In the orchard Trevor demonstrated a
time during 2012.
machine built to remove sticktights from
Course date: 13th November, 2012.
trees, called “The Nut Whacker”. It has
long plastic fingers set on a wheel off set
Venue: MPC Board Room
from a main shaft that revolves as it is
dragged down the row. The fingers
Time: 8.30am to 12.30pm
penetrate through the canopy and
“This season we have only sorted nuts
RTO: TAFE (Wollongbar Campus)
cause branches to shake and physically
once, straight after dehusking. Our
knock sticktights from the tree. “This
Cost: $120.00 to TAFE (Wollongbar
quality results have been really good
machine removes any sticktights and
Campus)
and hopefully we can continue to only
sort once before we put the nut into the also removes some foliage from within
RSVP: To Tracey at MPC reception on
the tree canopies. We have found it to
drying bins” Scott said.
0266 243900 by 26th October to allow
be extremely useful and it has reduced
This season Maccacorp purchased a
the problems sticktights caused” Trevor time for TAFE to mail documents to
participants. The documents are to be
Monchiero harvester. “The harvester
said. Note: the dehusker and the nut
completed and returned at the course.
picks up everything. We thought our
whacker are patent pending and so we
orchard was clean but after the first run are unable to print a pictures of them at
with the harvester we found there were this time.
Native bees
areas where it wasn’t as clean as we
thought. The harvester has done a great Conclusion
Steve Maginnity has Trigona native
job and we are really happy with it”
The Bundaberg trip provided great
been hives available for the macadamia
Scott said.
insight into some innovative and
pollination period.
exciting developments in the
Next year Scott is planning to run the
Cost $10 per hive per week, for a
macadamia industry.
harvester through the orchard for the
minimum 4 weeks.
pre-harvest cleanup to make sure it is
Growers on the trip noted the typical
clean.
Queensland enthusiasm and confidence Please contact Steve on 0404 831 659 or
visit his website
Monchiero have been developing an on and were impressed with the
www.stevesnativebees.com.au for more
board dehusker that they have trialed at investment made in the future of the
information.
industry.
Maccacorp. “The dehusker has worked
really well, particularly on green husk. It MPC thanks all growers visited for their
is taking off between 80-90% of the
time, information and demonstrations.
husk” Scott said.
Wanted to buy
Scott Norval, MacManagement’ s
General Manager explained how this
season they installed a dehusking
system to cope with the increased crop
size. It consists of a receival hopper, a
surge bin to hold nut when harvesting
faster than they can dehusk, and air
sorters to remove husk and other
foreign material before the sorting table.

Monchiero are currently refining the
dehusker and it is anticipated it will work Chemical buying group
even better next season.
By now all growers should have
received information relating to the
Macadamias Australia
bulk purchase of agricultural chemicals
The Steinhardt family own and operate
MPC has arranged.
Macadamias Australia, a vertically
For any questions or to place orders,
integrated macadamia business. They
please contact Jim Patch via email
have a 120,000 tree orchard and have
jimpatch@mpcmacs.com.au phone 02
been developing new ways to improve
6625 6309 or mobile 0408 243 028.
efficiency.

Farm Tipping Trailer
Approx 3T capacity
Call Brian 02 6629 5756

“We were concerned about dehuskers
breaking nuts and damaging the kernel Pollination services
inside and have been working on a new
type of dehusker” Trevor Steinhardt said. There are a number of bee keepers
looking for locations to place bees
The dehusker uses a large rubber tyre
during this harvest season.
with steel bars set around the outside.
The nut passes between the tyre and the Please contact Jim Patch via email
jimpatch@mpcmacs.com.au phone 02
bars, and rubbing causes the husk to
6625 6309 or mobile 0408 243 028 for
tear off. “As the tyre has a large surface
area and the pressure can be changed, details.
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Husk Spot Management
With a new season about to commence, it is timely to review
what we know about husk spot.
Occurrence and infection
— Sticktights – are the greatest source of inoculum in the
orchard and infections on the husk can still produce viable
spores for at least 2.5 years after they form;
Relative amount of Husk Spot in trees with and with-out stick tights
90.00%

Relative percentage of Husk Spot in trees

80.00%

The ideal condition for husk spot is free water on the husk
surface from rainfall or dew at temperatures around 26°C;
— A husk spot spore can adhere to the husk, germinate and
grow through the open stomata within 20 hours.
Management to reduce yield loss
— A history of husk spot in the orchard, sticktight nuts in
tree canopy and varieties with high stomatal density are the
three key factors that predispose an orchard to husk spot
infection under favourable (warm and wet) conditions. These
factors can help you to determine your risk of infection - and
help with your preparedness;
— Be prepared to apply your first fungicide treatment in
spring/summer when nuts are match-head size and then
again as prescribed on the fungicides label – especially if it’s
warm and wet. If you use Cabrio® fungicide you can only
spray two consecutive sprays with it and then you must use
an alternative fungicide, such as Carbendizum. This is to
minimise the risk of the husk spot fungus developing
resistance to the product;

70.00%

60.00%

50.00%

40.00%

30.00%

20.00%

10.00%

0.00%

— Good spray coverage is essential. Ensure you have well
calibrated high volume spraying equipment and it achieves
Relative incidence of husk spot in trees with and without good nut coverage – as this treatment approach has been
sticktights. From Drenth (2007)HAL Final Report -MC 03007 found to provide the best financial returns;
- Integrated Management of Husk Spot Disease
— Monitoring the maturity of early drop nuts is a critical
(Pseudocercospora macadamiae) in Macadamias.
part of husk spot management. Many growers have found
through maturity monitoring that product they considered
premature and worthless at the beginning of the season has a
— Husk spot can only infect living (green) husk – but it can
value. Some have reduced their losses by as much as 40%.
survive on dead husk and still produce spores. If the husk is
MPC offers free, rapid maturity monitoring for its suppliers.
composted, the husk spot fungus will die;
MPC accepts NIS that has as little as 18% usable kernel
— Stomata density –The only way husk spot fungus can
recovery (premium + commercial) and so with a highly husk
enter the macadamia husk is through the stomata. Stomata
spot susceptible variety like A16 with a total kernel recovery
are tiny “holes” that allow the plant to breathe or exchange
of around 38%, you would need to have very high level of
carbon dioxide and oxygen, for photosynthesis and
reject before your product is unacceptable.
respiration. Stomata also allow transpiration, which supplies
water and minerals to the entire plant system water. Stomatal
density varies among cultivars. The higher the stomata
density per unit area of husk, the greater the chance of
Overall it is the interaction of the predisposition factors, the stage
infection;
of nut development and the weather that will dictate the level
— Nut stage – nuts can be infected at anytime, but yieldand risk of husk spot infection and the amount of nut drop at the
limiting infection occurs from match-head to full nut size
beginning of harvest.
(roughly Late Nov/Early Dec);
Cultivar 246

Cultivar A38

Cultivar

With sticktights

With-out sticktights

— Relative Humidity (RH) – The higher the Rh, the more
favourable the conditions for husk spot infection to occur.

Husk Spot Decision Tree
The following diagrams are designed to assist you determine
your risk level for husk spot infection.
This will then allow you to determine what control strategies
(if any) you need to apply.
There are 3 parts:
Part One is to determine the predisposition risk. That is, the
level of risk your varieties, previous season, orchard layout etc
pose to you having the disease;

Part Two is to determine the impacts of the seasonal
conditions. Use the seasonal influence to determine if you are
in a susceptible period of nut development and if the weather
Density of Stomata per unit area of husk of seven
macadamia cultivars. From Drenth (2007)HAL Final Report conditions are conducive to husk spot infection occurring.
-MC 03007 - Integrated Management of Husk Spot Disease Part 3 is used to combine the results from part one and two
(Pseudocercospora macadamiae) in Macadamias
to give you an overall risk level for husk spot infection.
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Part One

Part Two

Once you have scored for predisposition and seasonal conditions influence,
use the table over to determine your likely outcome.
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Part Three
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FOR SALE
FARMI HF160 Chipper: P.T.O Driven,
Hydraulic Feeder. 160mm maximum
tree diameter. Very good condition.
Selling due to upsizing - $7,500. Ph:
Ross Gannon 02 6684 1508

KUBOTA BX2350 4WD: 3 cylinder
compact diesel tractor in excellent
condition, fitted with 60" suspended mid
mounted mowing deck: 930hrs;
complete service record; $12,000.00 Ph:
Peter Squire, 02 6628 1563 or email:
ingalba@bigpond.com

KANGA SLASHER :1.8m (6 ft) side throw.
Galvanised with single depth wheel. 3 years
old – scarcely used. Located Alstonville area $3,600.
Ph: Suzanne 0413 756 943 or
Peter 0439 391 957

Disclaimer
The contents of this publication are subject to copyright and may not be reproduced in any form without written
permission from Macadamia Processing Co. Limited. The publication is intended to provide general information only, and while all care has been taken to ensure that the information contained in this publication is true
and accurate, no responsibility or liability is accepted by Macadamia Processing Co. Limited or its staff for
any claim which may arise from any person acting in reliance on the information setout in this publication.
Editorial Policy The editorial committee reserves the right to edit, withhold or reject all material.
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